Abstract W e present the dynamics of the position of Russian manufacturing subsidiaries of Western MNCs in 2012-2016. The analysis is based on interviews with the heads of subsidiaries, a repeated survey of plant managers and on secondary data on subsidiaries' activities. We propose a new portfolio model that desalinates "the core" and "the periphery" of the corporation and further allocates peripheral subsidiaries into several classes depending on intensity of value transfer from and to a subsidiary and the possibility to apply a "standard" set
of instruments for capital allocation decisions. We argue that in the current situation of the Russian economy the only possibility for Russian manufacturing subsidiaries to remain close to the corporate core is to demonstrate high net profitability of assets. Otherwise subsidiaries are downgraded into "sticks". That position enables subsidiary managers to enjoy high autonomy and wide subsidiary mandates, but endanger the long-term perspectives on maintaining innovativeness and competitiveness of subsidiaries.
Citation: Gurkov I., Morgunov E., Saidov Z., Arshavsky A. (2018) espite the sanctions and "countersanctions" (or thanks to them), the Russian subsidiaries of international companies still retain key positions in many industries of the Russian economy. In 2012, the share of Russian subsidiaries of Western corporations amounted to 30% of total Russian consumer product output [Gurkov et al., 2013, p. 79] . Taking into account the more than 300 new production facilities launched by Western companies in Russia in 2012-2016 (200 factories and 108 new production lines launched at existing facilities [Gurkov, Kokorina, 2017] ), their role and importance have increased even more, not just in the consumer products segment (food, pharmaceuticals), but also in mechanical engineering (119 new production lines in various sectors), chemistry (37)¸ and construction materials (30). However, in spite of Western corporations' seemingly steadily growing presence in Russian industry, they face significant problems with current operations and their prospects are unclear. This paper points out the main problems encountered by Russian production facilities of international companies and outlines possible development paths for them.
Data Sources
This study was conducted in several stages. The first one (2012) (2013) was focused on learning about the object of research, i.e., Russian production facilities owned by international corporations. We visited 18 factories owned by 16 companies 1 , interviewed their management teams and toured the production facilities. During the second stage (2014), the focus shifted towards studying the general aspects of operations of the Russian subsidiaries of Western corporations. This involved interviewing executives, surveying managers, and collecting data about particularly important decisions made by international corporations in Russia. In 2014 -2016 heads of Russian subsidiaries of international corporations and foreign company executives were interviewed in order to learn about specific features of managing Russian enterprises. Some of these interviews were conducted within the scope of various business forums (the videos are available on YouTube 2 ), but most of them took place on the corporations' premises and were devoted to particularly complex issues such as the "mandate" of the relevant Russian subsidiary, relations with the head office, and tactical and strategic steps taken by the Russian offices in 2014-2016. 3 The company manager survey conducted in the middle of 2014 covered 52 CEOs of Russian subsidiaries of international corporations. An emphasis was placed upon the subsidiary's relationship with the parent company. Thirty-six of the participants also took part in the second survey conducted in 2016, which allowed them to assess changes in their firms' economic situation and their relationship with the parent company. Finally, in 2015 we began to collect information about the construction of new production facilities and the expansion of existing enterprises' capacities owned by international corporations in Russia. An analysis of specialized websites, federal and local media, and national and local TV news allowed us to identify practically all new enterprises launched by Western corporations in Russia between January 2012 and December 2016, along with a significant number of projects on the expanding capacities of their existing factories 4 .
Russian Subsidiaries of International Corporations before the Current Crisis
In order to correctly estimate the current state of and the prospects for Russian production facilities owned by Western companies, we focused on the period between 2010-2012. This is the period when the basic growth model for Western corporations' Russian production subsidiaries had fully matured and companies began to adjust their growth models to deal with more complex objectives. The basic growth model is defined as follows:
• setting up not simply advanced production facilities in Russia, but such that would exceed the parent company's average level in terms of production processes, technological culture, and discipline. In a number of cases unique enterprises were built in Russia for the parent company, both in terms of the output and technological level (so-called "dream factories" [Gurkov, 2014, p. 227] ); • using the "small innovations" potential of Russian enterprises to the maximum extent possible (i.e., product modifications, production process improvements, approaches to and techniques of installing and launching new equipment, etc. The conditions of using the information collected during the interviews were becoming increasingly stringent: in 2015 it required partial anonymity, and in 2016 it required complete anonymity, i.e. not just the interviewees' names, but even the names of their companies could not be published. 4 A launch of a new factory in Russia cannot go unnoticed; all such events are covered by local media. On the other hand, launching a new production line at an existing factory in most cases is treated as a commercial secret.
Strategies corporate practice status when Russian-designed technologies and methods were applied at the parent company's other facilities, for example, in the United States [Gurkov, Filippov, 2013] ; • the "cascade" development of Russian production facilities, with "launch teams" comprised of the most highly skilled engineers and workers being transferred, on a temporary or permanent basis, from the international corporation's existing Russian facilities to the newly launched factories [Gurkov, 2014] ; • fully matured behavioral standards for the staff of Russian subsidiaries of Western companies in order to employ world-level work practices (attention to detail, production discipline, health and safety norms, highly dynamic production processes, constantly learning new knowledge and skills). These behavioral standards were encouraged and promoted by the stability-oriented HR management system adopted by such companies (the preferred use of permanent employment contracts, an emphasis on a guaranteed proportion of remuneration (as opposed to bonuses), strict adherence to stringent health and safety norms, a broad range of compensation benefits, etc.) [Gurkov, 2016a] ; • stringent control over investment resources by the head office, even at the most successful Russian subsidiaries : any project involving the acquisition of new equipment has to be approved by the regional or global head office. At the same time, in 2011-2012 the top management of the global corporations became aware that the basic growth model of their Russian subsidiaries was rather shaky in terms of its potential for further expansion, and more importantly, for increasing returns. First of all, by that time Western corporations achieved total superiority in a number of sectors: for example, in 2012 they controlled 90% of the tobacco and car markets, more than 85% of the Russian beer market, various segments of the construction materials market, etc. Thus, further growth through mergers with and the acquisition of Russian companies became simply impossible (all noteworthy factories or even promising sites were already bought). The remaining opportunities involved the active development or modernization of the existing factories, switching to contract-based production, and increasing the degree of localization by building new factories from scratch. All three of these options were implemented in various industries to a greater or lesser extent. In the construction and decoration materials industry, priority was given to modernizing existing factories and (to a lesser extent) building new ones. In the automotive sector, the construction of new assembly plants and active use of contractors began as early as in the 2000s; however, in 2010-2012, this strategy was supplemented by increasing the degree of localization (e.g., Ford and Volkswagen have built engine factories) and encouraging international parts and components suppliers to launch production in Russia (Bosch, Nemak, Continental, Fuyou Glass, Fijikura, Schaeffler, etc.) . In the food industry, Western corporations have been using contractors since the 1990s, but due to various reasons this was considered an induced policy. Accordingly, in the 2010s, they took active steps to increase the range of products manufactured at their own facilities in line with the contractual approach. As a result, in 2010-2013 the food industry companies focused on advancing and upgrading their existing facilities and optimizing production assets. Secondly, the sheer scale of Russian operations prompted corporations to extend the mandate of their Russian subsidiaries. The latter were given more autonomy regarding pricing, product naming, promotion techniques, and the composition of the product matrix. At a number of enterprises, capital construction departments were recreated (or their activities stepped up), which were actively involved in selecting equipment suppliers to expand Russian production facilities, supervising the installation of equipment, and accepting the completed production lines and workshops. For some enterprises it was a matter of honor to exceed output targets while adhering to the technological regimes and quality standards. Employees' innovation activities were actively encouraged as well: a worker who proposed an efficient improvement could count on an impressive bonus . Numerous Western production corporations became aware of Russia's potential as an another (after Ireland, China, and India) location for their corporate R&D centers, not so much to serve the local market as to help meeting overall corporate demand. Formally most of the Russian subsidiaries demonstrated sustainable growth and more than acceptable product quality, as well as became sources of new ideas on product range and, notably, production technologies and the organization of work. In terms of informal relations, global head offices of leading international corporations showed a high level of trust in and empathy towards Russian subsidiaries. The high performance figures and empathy level achieved in 2010-2012 favorably distinguished Russian subsidiaries from the overall corporate background, attracting executive management's attention and bringing in investments. The vast majority of Russian offices of major Western industrial corporations invested in the development of the production facilities they controlled in 2012-2013. That was the period when the projects to build new factories (which became operational in 2014-2016) were developed and the work on their implementation began [Gurkov, 2016b] . Generally, by 2012-2013, Russian subsidiaries secured good positions in the (in)formal hierarchies of Western companies. Some of the Russian subsidiaries in effect managed to get rid of their periphery status, while others were confidently moving on from the periphery towards the corporate core.
Corporate Periphery and Core
The "distance" between core and periphery corporate divisions is quite obvious in corporate asset management practices and is quite well described in management textbooks, though it still lacks precise theoretical substantiation. From a strategic management point of view, it is all very simple. Within the scope of the "business portfolio" model, all areas of activity are broken down using a few easily measured parameters, for example, the growth rate or market share compared with the firm's closest rival (Boston Consulting Group matrix [Henderson, 1984; etc.] ). Everything above a certain value is seen as a core business to be supported and developed, while everything else is regarded as periphery businesses which, depending on the circumstances, should be either "milked" (used as a source of revenue to promote the development of core businesses), or liquidated. As they were developed further, portfolio models became increasingly more complex [Nippa et al., 2011] , incorporating parameters that could not be explicitly measured, for example, the "degree of matching core corporate competences", "market appeal", and "company strength" [Gurkov, 2001] . This complexity reflected the reality of large corporations' management practices, which indeed clearly delineate core and periphery assets though they do so on the basis of not only objective, but subjective, criteria. Large corporations commonly use the following parameters to distinguish between their core and periphery assets:
• The ability to fully take into account factors affecting the business and therefore apply standard tools to manage them, especially when making decisions on allocating resources between company divisions [Rust, 1994; Aharoni, 2011; Graham et al., 2015] ; • The ability, when the need arises, to quickly add value to, or extract it from a specific company division [see Gurkov, 2015a] . In line with the above parameters, corporate businesses can be divided into five groups, or zones: core, suburbia, frontier, remote periphery, and backwater ( Figure 1) . Core: subsidiaries that the parent company constantly exchanges value with, in both directions, and which is suitable for the application of standard capital asset management tools. Suburbia (close periphery): subsidiaries that the parent company also regularly exchanges value with, in both directions, but these (still) remain unsuitable for the full application of standard capital asset management tools. Frontier: subsidiaries that are the recipients of value from the head office and other corporate divisions, on the whole, they are suitable for the application of standard investment management tools; however, these investments are not expected to yield immediate returns. Younger corporate subsidiaries can be seen as frontier, whose status and prospects are not yet completely clear. Corporate management may have certain hopes and expectations for them, but these too remain unconfirmed. When they do get confirmed, the frontier subsidiary starts drifting towards the core. Conversely, unmet expectations can push the subsidiary farther away towards the "remote corporate periphery". The frontier may simultaneously include subsidiaries drifting alongside with or towards each other. The frontier can be seen as the most dynamic part of the company. Given sufficiently successful overall business results, the frontier tends to drift towards the corporate core. Remote periphery: the subsidiaries that mostly transfer value to the corporate core or to other subsidiaries. Sustainable value extraction first of all requires identifying its sources and to do that, management needs to have specialized knowledge and skills. Finally, backwater corporate subsidiaries are also worth one's attention. Channelling assets from the corporate core or other subsidiaries into this area is either very difficult or not particularly sensible, since nothing can be extracted back from it. If a decision was made to leave such subsidiaries be, their suitability for the application of standardized strategic investment decision-making tools ceases to matter. During periodic corporate "ballast dropping" exercises, such divisions are liquidated and the costs of closing them down are written off as a general corporate loss 5 . Between such "clean-ups" backwater subsidiaries can drag on for years, if not for decades. In rare and unusually lucky cases (new opportunities arise, employees inspired by new prospects discover new talents), a subsidiary can move out of the backwater into the frontier, and then on into the corporate core. For example, an Austrian tram factory bought by a Canadian snowmobile manufacturer as a tie-in became the basis of the Bombardier Transportation Company (a subsidiary of Bombardier Inc.) -mainly because a group of workers to be made redundant were asked to design a new project and did a spectacular job [Baghai et al., 1997] . In 2014 Bombardier Transportation employed 39,700 people, its annual revenue reached $9.6 billion, and the portfolio of orders reached $32.6 billion [Bombardier, 2015] . Dividing corporate subsidiaries into "core" and "periphery" is a quite common economic geography tool [Gluckler, 2014; , but it is rarely applied in international business theory. Numerous studies were devoted to analyzing the concept of "distance" (institutional, mental, and psychological) between the head office and international subsidiaries [Ambos el al., 2016; Ando, Paik, 2013; Bae, Salomon, 2010; Berry et al., 2010; Dikova, 2009; Harzing, Pudelko, 2016; Hernández, Nieto, 2015; Johnson et al., 2009; Merchant et al., 2012; Phillips et al., 2009; Salomon, Wu, 2012; Stahl et al., 2016; Xu, Shenkar, 2002] . However, nobody succeeded in merging different kinds of distance into a single model. This was largely because theoretical literature, with very few exceptions [Murphy, Ackroyd, 2013; Schönbohm, Zahn, 2016] , pays little attention to issues associated with value extraction. Meanwhile tension and conflicts at corporations mainly arise between the head office and "remote periphery" specifically, due to the unequal exchange of value between the subsidiary and the parent company. Remote periphery companies frequently cannot accept the "cash cow" role, which explains their desire to draw the head office's attention to their real or imagined potential [Bouquet, Birkinshaw, 2008] , or to problems they face trying to create value without receiving substantial support from the "center" [Conroy, Collings, 2016] . In the case that such tactics fail, the subsidiary management may resort to "opportunistic behavior", i.e., they will reduce the efficiency of value creation [Kostova et al., 2017] . Sometimes subsidiaries succeed in stepping down the "center's" requirements concerning the amount of value they must create and move into the "backwater"; but in most cases the corporation simply gets rid of the business that no longer generates profits [Barney et al., 2015; Belderbos, Zou, 2009; Benito, 2005; Berry, 2010; Berry, 2013; Dorrenbacher, Gammelgaard, 2010; Dorrenbacher, Gammelgaard, 2011; McDermott, 2010; Song, 2014] . In the light of the subsequent analysis, we should explain exactly what we mean by "standard tools" for supporting capital investment-related decision-making and which factors affect the circulation of value between the corporate head office and subsidiaries (or between subsidiary companies, i.e., firms owned by the same parent company). Surveys of the CEOs of approximately 1,000 of the largest international companies conducted in the 2000s allowed us to identify the parameters of the "standard toolset" they use to make decisions concerning the allocation of capital between corporate subsidiaries [Graham et al., 2015, p. 463] :
• net present value (NPV) rank;
• project managers' reputation;
• managers' confidence of success;
• cash flow timing;
• market share;
• top managers' gut feeling. All of the above tools are typically applied simultaneously. When the external environment becomes more uncertain, using quantitative indicators such as net present value rank and cash flow timing becomes problematic. Top managers' gut feelings move to the forefront. This raises the issue of the partial applicability of standard approaches to decision-making. However, intuition is based upon knowledge, as well as on an understanding of global industry development trends and the "local context" (i.e., specific features of doing business in a particular region, country, etc.) [Ahworegba, 2017] . When the Source: composed by the authors based on [Gurkov, 2015a] .
Strategies top management lacks such knowledge, when all they can rely on is "confidence of success", standard strategic decision-making support tools become less applicable. Possible formats that corporations can use to add value to their subsidiaries or extract it from them are presented in Table 1 (for more detail see [Gurkov, 2015a] ). Identifying specific techniques for adding or extracting value as well as explaining their interaction and combined use is a rather notional and imprecise exercise. Under certain conditions, loans provided by parent companies can be converted into the subsidiary company's equity, while members of a temporary "launching team" may become permanent employees. Applying many of the above techniques requires a specific institutional environment, in particular having detailed legislation about intellectual property rights and the sufficient tolerance of tax authorities towards transfer pricing. Being able to quickly transfer staff from one subsidiary to another, on a temporary or permanent basis, is very important for talent circulation. Transferring tacit knowledge above all implies recognizing its value. At international companies this requires overcoming ethnic prejudices and biases, and the promotion that all, no matter one's ethnic background, can suggest valuable ideas that can be applied in other countries too". On the whole, the suggested model of dividing corporations into core, suburbia, frontier, remote periphery, and backwater allows one to clearly define corporate subsidiaries' prospects following significant changes in economic and institutional conditions in particular countries. Next, we take a look at the processes that were unfolding at Russian production subsidiaries of international companies in 2014-2016 in terms of the actual facts and the proposed corporate structure model.
The War of Sanctions, December 2014's "Black Tuesday", and the Reaction of Parent Companies' Executive Management
The first wave of Western sanctions did not affect the vast majority of international corporations' Russian subsidiaries. The beginning disruption of economic ties with Ukraine was much more critical. A significant portion of Russian enterprises' production capacities depended upon exporting finished products to that country as well as importing raw materials and components from it. With very few exceptions, the introduction of Russian "counter-sanctions" had a positive effect, first of all, for food industry companies. Even in early December 2014, the management of many Western corporations were cautiously optimistic about the current developments, and when asked "How much money are Russian consumers going to have left to buy your products?", they tended to answer "Enough". The moment of truth came in the second half of December 2014. The ruble had dropped sharply, electronics stores and car dealerships were hit by panic buying. Russian subsidiaries of Western corporations realized that they would have to revise all their plans for 2015. As the financial director of the Russian office of a leading global consumer products corporation told us in the summer of 2015, "we had a meeting on the 24th of December, took one last look at our wonderful operational plan for 2015 and binned it. Then we started to draft a new one and finished just hours before New Year's Eve. Our assumptions turned out to be 70% correct" 6 . The collapse of the ruble happened at a most unfortunate time: at the end of the calendar year, which for most of the Western corporations coincides with the end of the financial one. Due to the devaluation of the ruble, impairment loss was recorded for the 2014 financial year on consolidated corporate balance sheets. Companies who had heavily invested in Russia in the first half of 2014 and had to convert their investments into capital assets before December 31 of the same year faced the most serious problems. Since parent companies' consolidated accounting is maintained in dollars, euros, and other "hard currencies", these investments were practically nullified due to the aforementioned devaluation of the ruble. Against the background of a general decrease in the capital assets of Russian subsidiaries and their affiliates on the corporate balance sheets and the devaluation of the financial results of their activities, this "evaporation of investments" added to the problems managers of Western corporations faced when reporting the 2014 results to their shareholders. Still, the fact remains that corporate top management deserve near top marks for the tactics they adopted regarding their Russian subsidiaries over the course of the next year. Responsibility for the problems had not been placed on the CEOs of the Russian subsidiaries. On the contrary, summarizing the results of the first quarter of 2015, the heads of the global corporations generally noted that "we have an excellent team in Russia, excellent productivity enhancement programs, sensible pricing policies, and excellent profit management practices" [PepsiCo, 2015] . Of course, the amounts allocated to Russian subsidiaries by head offices in 2015 had dropped, but in practically all cases it was decided to complete the construction of factories that were close to approaching the operational stage. Money was made available to launch specific production lines, workshops, and production facilities that were expected to increase sales by refocusing on segments that still displayed growth trends (e.g., baby food). All in all, between January 2015 and December 2016, Western corporations launched 86 new factories in Russia and completed 59 important projects at existing facilities. Out of the 86 newly launched factories 15 were chemical and pharmaceutical ones, 12 manufactured transport vehicles, 11 belonged in other mechanical engineering industries, nine made construction materials, seven -food stuffs, and six operated in the forest and pulpand-paper industry. Out of the 59 facilities installed at existing plants, 26 specialized in the food industry, seven -in making transport vehicles, and seven -in other mechanical engineering segments. Notably, the number of sold or closed factories owned by Western corporations was completely incomparable with the sheer scale of decline in demand or with the number of newly opened facilities. Certain markets (beer, juices, cars, railway rolling stock, and locomotives) declined in 2015 by at least 20-30%. During the next year the contraction continued. Still, despite all this, no more than 16 factories owned by Western corporations were closed or sold in 2015-2016, and they were liquidated in the softest possible way in terms of the treatment of their employees 7 . During the same period, with active support by the global head offices, Russian subsidiaries tried all "operational and tactical" approaches to coping with shrinking or stagnating markets, in particular:
• the sharp reduction of the product range offered to Russian consumers (some of the Russian subsidiaries of global corporations reduced the range of their products by as much as 40-50%); • breaking the product range down into "drivers of sales" (with minimal price increase), and "drivers of revenues" whose prices grew at a rate higher than the average inflation; • "pulsation" of advertising budgets (sharp reduction, or conversely, dramatic increase of unit advertising costs for specific product groups); • making use of the government export promotion initiatives;
• participation in import substitution programs. None of the above (and many other) measures were sufficient to break the overall negative trend: the declining purchasing power of the population, reduced public procurement of civil products, and reduced investment programs of public corporations. Still, they did help many of the international corporations' Russian subsidiaries somewhat improve their situation. Also, throughout 2016, thanks to the strengthening of the ruble, foreign corporations made significant profits converting Russian sales into dollars and euros. Accordingly, the perception of Russian assets by the financial departments of international corporations changed for the better.
Russian Subsidiaries' Position in the Structure of International Corporations
The overall situation Russian production subsidiaries of international corporations found themselves in can be summarized by a quote attributed to German General Ludendorff about the position of the "Axis Powers" (Germany, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Bulgaria, and Turkey) in 1918: "The strategic situation… was very hard, but the operational one was quite acceptable, while tactically things were simply excellent" (cit. ex.: [Pereslegin, 1999, p. 480] ). From a tactical point of view, Western corporations had by now learned how to operate on stagnating and shrinking markets; operationally, they had identified the precise local market segments that continued to grow, the ones related to declining imports of consumer (especially manufacturing) products and import substitution (pharmaceuticals, agricultural machinery, etc.), along with certain export opportunities for Russian production facilities. Strategically, however, international corporations recognized the institutional limitations related to adding value to and especially extracting it from their Russian industrial assets. There were no formal grounds to complain: the terms of net profit repatriation from Russia through the payment of dividends were still much more liberal than, for example, in China, while the terms for investing in subsidiaries' authorized capital were much more favorable than, say, in India, until recently. Still, having encountered the need to add value using formats other than investing in equity and extracting it outside the scope of net profit repatriation, Western companies discovered that many such activities either fell into a "grey area", or were fraught with serious economic or moral losses. For example, the Russian tax authorities and the Ministry of Finance believe that transfer pricing rules are applicable to loan contracts. Therefore, a Russian subsidiary can lend money to the parent company (or to any other corporate structure), but such loans to "interdependent" legal entities have to be provided using "normal market interest rates". Furthermore, the Russian company must inform the tax authorities about such loans and provide documentation confirming that the interest rate was indeed close to the average market level [Lazareva, 2015; etc.] .
7 Before closing down its factory near St. Petersburg, GM paid six months' wages to all workers who were made redundant. Closing its Chelyabinsk beer factory, Baltica spent 300 million rubles to lay off 458 workers. The money was used to pay them lump sum compensation (seven average monthly wages), plus vacation money, bonuses for 2014, sickness pay, maternity leave pay, and money to pay job placement agencies that were supposed to help the laid off workers find new jobs (for more detail see: http://obzor.ru/news/baltika-vyplatit-sotrudnikam-zakryvshegosya-v-chelyabinske-zavoda-kompensacii-summa-porazhaet, last accessed on 10.02.2017). 8 Though in most such cases Western corporations were able to successfully defend themselves from the taxman's accusations.
Strategies
Several cases lost by international companies in Russian courts in 2014-2015 show that repatriating gross revenues (as opposed to net profits) from Russia by paying royalties to the parent company (e.g., for trademarks) involves a high level of risk. Importing and exporting equipment or supplying products at too low prices are fraught with serious customs problems. In some cases, litigation between foreign corporations and Russian tax authorities concerned the provision of head offices' services to local divisions at inflated prices 8 . The adoption of more strict immigration laws threatened recruiting foreign professionals for work, on a temporary or permanent basis, at Russian enterprises due to the more complex administrative procedures for obtaining work permits. Hopes to gain additional profits by cutting production capacities did not come true: closing a couple of factories was not enough to balance the market due to the excessively fast contraction. The liquidation value of closed Russian factories in most cases turned out to be negative (see, e.g., footnote 6). In 2015-2016, three factories were sold, while in some cases the corporations carried on with production at newly launched facilities bearing the significant costs of relocating the workforce from the liquidated plants [Gurkov, Morgunov, 2015] . Thirteen more factories were simply closed; some of them were mothballed, which resulted in additional costs (maintaining security, paying property tax, etc.). The greyed-out sections in Table 1 above show the legally risky, uncomfortable, or inefficient ways to extract value from Russian subsidiaries of international corporations under the current conditions. Obviously, except for the rare cases of generating sustainably high net profits, in the current crisis, Russian production subsidiaries of international corporations have no chance of remaining in the core, suburbia, or remote periphery zones given that the scope for extracting value from them in any other way than by paying some of their net profits to the parent company remains extremely limited. In the best possible case, if financial and other infusions by the parent company remain in place (primarily due to opening new factories or launching new facilities at existing ones), they have a chance to slide into the frontier. Otherwise, Russian subsidiaries may find themselves in the backwater, with minimal support from parent companies, which many CEOs of such subsidiaries have already experienced. In the survey conducted in the middle of 2014, between 45-55% of the managers noted they received significant support from their parent companies and other corporate divisions to implement development projects, develop new products, advance production processes, and retrain personnel [Gurkov, 2015b] . Practically none of the respondents assessed such support as "insignificant". When the same managers were surveyed in the middle of 2016, the following shares of respondents assessed the support they received from the parent company as significant:
• financial support -33%;
• new product development -30%;
• advancing production processes -34%;
• improving personnel -17%. At the same time, the shares of respondents who described support by their parent company as "insignificant" were as follows: 28% for advancing production processes, 37% for new product development, and 50% for improving personnel. Notably, Russian subsidiaries' mandate (i.e., their area of competency) has not been cut down [Birkinshaw, 1996; Birkinshaw, Hood, 1998; Gurkov, 2016c] , it remains the same or has actually been extended, so that the subsidiaries have to deal with the problems they face on their own. Potentially, reduced support by the parent company for new product development and especially the advancement of production processes can disrupt the competitive advantages that Russian subsidiaries of Western corporations have over "purely local producers", which would only push them further into the backwater. The lack of interaction with the parent company makes generating new ideas valuable for the whole corporation less likely; accordingly, the perceived value of the local personnel drops. In other words, the last opportunities to transfer value from the subsidiary into the corporation via knowledge or talent are also disappearing.
Conclusions
During this article, we considered the main problems that the Russian production subsidiaries of international corporations are facing in terms of their position in the parent company's structure after the well-known events of 2014. We proved that in the absence of high profit margins and significant net profits, these firms are doomed to slide into the corporate "backwater". It can turn out to be very comfortable for them, since it provides a high degree of autonomy regarding current operations but it threatens their long-term competitiveness. So far, the process of parent companies' getting rid of subsidiaries with reduced competitiveness has been slowed down by the low liquidity of their assets (no buyers, either foreign or Russian). If the overall economic situation in Russia improves it may lead to paradoxical developments, in particular, a larger-scale exit of international corporations from Russian assets by selling their factories to Russian firms or to "second rate" international corporations (i.e., those from developing countries).
When we surveyed companies in 2012-2013, we observed such enterprises: those that have left the leading international corporations to join the second-rate ones. When a leading international corporation sells an enterprise to a second-rate parent company, the enterprise gets the chance to survive and sustain its production output. However, its productivity and technological efficiency inevitably diminishes given that the enterprise no longer has access to unique know-how and technological solutions supplied by advanced global corporations. Developing new brands or using popular Western ones also becomes problematic: now the companies have to pay real royalties for them to their international owners. Thus, if the objective is to specifically preserve and increase the presence of leading international corporations in Russia, new original solutions should be sought in the economic policy domain in order to increase the appeal of Russian production assets for such investors. In the middle of 2016, we tried to prepare a number of recommendations concerning how to make Russian production assets more attractive to leading Western corporations. These suggestions were presented at various investment fora [Gurkov, 2016d] , and submitted to the Consultative Foreign Investment Board of the Russian Government. Among other things, it was proposed to take steps to improve the quality of secondary vocational training in Russia, which would allow firms to sharply reduce the costs of launching and maintaining advanced production facilities 9 . Another group of recommendations addressed the promotion of the development of Russian suppliers of equipment for international corporations' production facilities. Of course, the aforementioned suggestions do not include an exhaustive list of possible steps that would help Russian subsidiaries of international corporations retain their current status or move closer to the parent company's "core" in order to sustain and improve the technological level of companies operating in particularly important sectors of the Russian industry.
